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From the Leadership
Lives are so much more than what we can see, what we want people to see. People with low
income are more than their deficiency, more than a sum of what they do not have or possess.
It is easy to view what is happening on the surface and believe that “fixing” those clearly visible
problems creates stability, health, and economic prosperity. But is doesn’t really work that way
does it? We are a sum of experiences, thoughts, closest friends, enemies, failures, successes,
knowledge, and our own ignorance. We are a kaleidoscope of challenges and solutions.
Removing or mitigating a barrier doesn’t in magical fashion improve the human condition.
CAPCIL acknowledges the complexity of our customers and the medley of challenges and
paradoxes they present. They are unique, amazing, and special creations in progress.
Our charge for the next three years is to dig deep into understanding, building, and nurturing
connections that make our customers, our Agency and our communities stronger. We want to
explore ways to better understand what drives our staff, our clients, and our neighbors. What
are the underlying connections that help make sense of what is happening in plain sight? How
do we make sense of being more connected and more self-sufficient simultaneously?
We recognize that for most of our poverty-stricken community members, the best roadmap out
of poverty includes a path to meaningful work with a destination of self-sufficiency. We have in
no way lost our compass in this regard. But meaningful contribution is so much more complex
than eliminating the barriers getting in the way of that endeavor. In our current culture, we
don’t allow space or create space for critical conversations. It has become a “me” way of life
instead of a “we” way of life. That has resulted in our collective disallowance of any
consequential flow into each other’s stories. Without the trust that comes with those
intertwined relationships, how do we make an impact?

“It is no amount of knowledge that makes a brain. It is not even
the distribution of knowledge. It is the interconnectedness.” James Gleick, The Information: A History, a Theory, a Flood

History and Purpose
To really know where we are going, we need to understand where we have been. The principles
outlined in this plan are part of our Community Action roots, dating back to the 1964 Economic
Opportunity Act which established and funded Community Action.

1970
The seventies brought the CSBG model based on Family (individuals), Community and Agency.
This model promoted the idea that families must attain skills, knowledge and motivation to
become self-sufficient. It also promoted the idea that it is the responsibility of Community
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Action to change broadly accepted public attitudes about the poor, and to focus both public
and private resources to fight poverty issues. And the model acknowledged that in order to
achieve the family and community objectives, Community Action agencies must develop the
capacity to maximally impact.
1974
In 1974, the Economic Opportunity Act was terminated and replaced by the Community
Services Act of 1974. Note the change in language from “Opportunity” to “Services.”

1981
By 1981, the present funding structure had evolved. The Community Services Block Grant
replaced the 1974 Community Services Act. This changed the relationship between local
agencies and the federal government. More authority was given to localities to develop and
implement solutions that addressed local problems. Federal funds were allocated to State passthrough Agencies and then allocated to local administering Agencies.

1993
The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (GPRA) established expectations in order
to improve all federal programming. The goal was to establish quantifiable performance goals;
to require a description of resources needed to accomplish the goals; to measure activity with
indicators; and to possess a basis for comparing actual results with planned results; and to
generally possess the means to verify and validate data.

1994
Nineteen ninety-four brought an Amendment to the CSBG Act, requiring CSBG eligible entities
to provide outcome measures in three areas: self-sufficiency, family stability, and community
revitalization. It was also in 1994 that the CSBG performance-based management system was
born – ROMA (Results Oriented Management and Accountability). This year also introduced the
six national goals.
1998
The Community Services Block Grant was reauthorized in 1998. The most substantial outcome
of this reauthorization was the introduction of the outcoming reporting requirement. By 2001,
all CSBG Agencies would be required to provide outcome reporting. ROMA was named the
mandated performance-based management system for all CSBG Agencies.
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2005
The National Association of State Community Services Programs earned the responsibility for
the national data collection efforts. The National Performance Indicators had been developed
in response to the mandatory performance reporting requirements.

2006
ROMA Life Cycle was born.

Assessment

ROMA
Life
Cycle

Evaluation

Achieve
Results
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Planning

Implement

Mission of CAPCIL

CAPCIL
Community
Needs
Assessment

CAPCIL
MISSION
SERVICE
Create and implement
poverty-fighting
initiatives for those in
crisis and those that
endeavor a life of
lasting independence

OUTCOMES

EMPOWER Persons

PARTNERSHIPS

POPULATION

Communities in
CAPCIL
service area

Low-Income persons
and the aged

It is the mission of
CAPCIL, in partnership
with communities in
our service area, to
empower persons
with low income and
the aged by creating
and implementing
poverty-fighting
initiatives for those in
crisis and those that
endeavor a life of
lasting
independence.

Who are the CAPCIL Customers?
Knowing and understanding the
people being served in any
business is critical for long-term
success. Community Action
Partnership of Central Illinois is no
different. Considering who our
customers are and what they
value ensures greater customer
satisfaction and increased rates of
success.
This is a snapshot of our
customers. The information
provides insights into the
challenges of our organization.
The most glaring being that 93%
of our customers have no income
or live on benefits alone, and yet
most of them (56+%) are in their
prime earning years.
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Who ARE CAPCIL Customers?
Total Unduplicated individual customers - 7217

Persons receiving multiple CAPCIL services-2116
44% are MALE and 56% are FEMALE & 93% are WHITE
50% RENT and
less than 31% own HOMES
•
•
•
•

39% are Single Person homes
11% are two adults (no children)
22% are single parent homes
12% are two parent households

65% have no income or live on BENEFITS ALONE
11% are live on EMPLOYMENT income alone
24% live on a MIX of employment income & benefits

24% are 24-44 years of age & 19% are 45-65

What do CAPCIL customers value?

What do we VALUE?

Jobs
Absence of Chaos in daily life

Reliability
(from employers & employees)

Loyalty
Transparency in Communication

Family

What does “Good” Look like?

Each year, as part of the CAPCIL needs
assessment process, surveys are
collected from both primary and
supporting customers to define the
community profile and the gaps existing
and perceived in the service area.
In addition to the quantitative data
collected through the surveying, CAPCIL
conducts focus groups where the survey
results are discussed and explored at a
deeper level to better understand the
gaps and needs identified in the survey
results.
The CAPCIL family works hard to collect
hard data, but also gain a deeper
understanding of the data through
collecting the stories of our customers
in the communities we serve.
There is broad agreement among both
primary and supporting customers that
jobs are still the most effective way to
achieve self-sufficiency. Low income
families and community leaders agree
that jobs create income and income
mitigates the perils of poverty.

Nutrition Services * Transportation Services * Volunteer Services

“We are all hard-wired to derive satisfaction from
meaningful contribution.” Douglas Kruger
CAPCIL’s Senior Programs maintain a commitment to assisting seniors
in building and sustaining a full, healthy, and self-sufficient life.
Aging at home honors the dignity and independence of our seniors.
According to one AARP survey, roughly 90% of American
seniors wish to live at home for as long as possible. Seniors who
age at home report a higher quality of life than those who are
placed in residential care facilities. There is a reduced risk of illness
and faster recovery times when they do become ill when at home.
Aging in place also minimizes stressors like changes in lifestyle,
financial status, and allows seniors the needed familiarity with settings
and routines. Remaining self-sufficient at home is safer, healthier, and more
cost effective for both the senior and the community at large. Through CAPCIL programs, our aging
population is able to derive satisfaction at home while continuing their meaningful contributions.
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“Grow others and more will be added to you.”

Douglas Kruger
There is much wisdom in our senior community. CAPCIL will continue
to create opportunities over the next two years for the senior
population to engage in activities that really matter to the
community and make the most of their experience: economic
development activities, public and civic engagement, youth
engagement, and volunteerism. But we will also pursue activity in
our new abundance coaching tool. The Grow Me mobile
application is currently being used by our Personal Development
coaches. More of our CAPCIL seniors will be introduced to the
personal development journey and will be working with the
Personal Development Coaches to ensure a long and prosperous life.

“Reject the idea that you are assigned a
place in life.”

Douglas Kruger
Simple things like teaching seniors how to automate finances in
the new world of technology can make a dramatic difference in
changing income direction after retirement age. Spending time
reading and building income goals is important for seniors and
necessary to maintain a self-sufficient life. CAPCIL will develop
and introduce these types of tools in order to successfully assist our
seniors build a wealth mindset.

Key Performance
Indicator
Increase number of seniors who
participate in the PIPP program
or budget billing
20% of LIHEAP Customers
register for Budget Billing

What does “Good” Look like?
Energy Assistance – LIHEAP and Weatherization

Key Performance
Indicator
3% of all LIHEAP
customers are referred to
a Hand-Up Project services
coaching*financial literacy
*career readiness
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Energy Assistance Programs funded through the Department of Commerce
and Economic Opportunity are designed to assist persons with low
income in paying heating bills where a substantial amount of the
household income is dedicated to utility services. It is also a program
designed to provide education about the reduction of our individual
energy footprint.
Our goal is to utilize the LIHEAP program as a means to introduce the
customers in their prime wage-earning years to CAPCIL’s other services
that encourage independence and freedom from the welfare state.

“Growth stops when you lose the tension between where you
are and where you want to be.” John Maxwell
CAPCIL will create activities in the Energy Assistance Department that help customers to prepare for
emergency situations and teach customers to have confidence in managing
their own consumer experiences. We will arm CAPCIL customers with
knowledge that enables them to be positive self-advocates. Energy
Key Performance
customers should feel confident in representing themselves and
Indicator
know that there are opportunities and methods that can be
employed to improve their situations.
Growing in knowledge is not a static goal. It is a process that starts
with being intentional. Each appointment will include an
introduction to the Agency’s Wellness Wheel so that customers can
lead the discussion about what – if any – other services the customer
would like to engage.

50% of LIHEAP
Customers complete the
CAPCIL Wellness Wheel

What does “Good” Look like?
Head Start * Community and Personal Development

“Good management of bad experiences leads
to GREAT growth.” John Maxwell
There are teachable principles that must become a part of our language and culture in the Head Start
and in the Personal and Community Development departments. We will start with our staff and expand
to our customers. The essence of becoming a better version of ourselves starts with the way that we
view ourselves and our ability to transform in mindset.
Head Start Key
Performance
Indicator
Improve children’s’
Work = Money
Literacy by 10%

Head Start Key
Performance
Indicator
Increase % of
classrooms that teach
money sense lessons to
100%

Core Values
WORK & INNOVATION creates
income
Long-term dependence on GOVERNMENT stifles creativity & innovation
People are the SUM of the 5 people they spend
most of their time with…Change your situation?
CHANGE YOUR SPHERE OF INFLUENCE!
Know that you are valuable, then deliver value.
ALWAYS delivery more than the minimum
Say “Yes” to opportunities and then CREATE a
WAY for it to work.
.

OVERCOMING barriers leads to
perseverance
FAILURE is FEEDBACK!
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Community & Personal
Development Key
Performance Indicator
Decrease amount of
government benefits by 10%
received by customers who
participate in PDC Coaching
program

Community & Personal
Development Key
Performance Indicator
Increase the engagement with
Personal Development
Coaches.
Customers engage with 50%
of weeks at 3 screens or more

What does “Good” Look like?
Administration & Governing Board
The administrative team and the Governing Board plan to lead the
organizational culture charge. The CAPCIL leadership aspires to set
the tone of empowerment, leadership courage and creative
vision.

“Culture eats strategy for breakfast.”

Peter Drucker

Key Performance
Indicator
All Department Budgets
will report no more than
a -5% variance on the
Income and Expense
reports by Quarter

The CAPCIL fiscal office will continue to grow its capacity to be
fiscally transparent through the development of personnel and
commitment to new technology. The Human Resources team will
introduce programming and benefits that grow the staff’s knowledge in
wealth management practices and personal growth. Our governing board
will maintain its pledge to say “yes” to opportunities and then find
innovative ways to make those opportunities work for the
betterment of the organization. Finally, the Executive Director
Key Performance
will personally and professionally develop the staff in
Indicator
leadership: because qualifications are helpful, but leadership
qualities at every level help much more in the pursuit of
Increase retirement plan
excellence.
participation by staff to
40% annually

How do we get there?

CAPCIL has grown its reputation for being thought leaders and change
agents. We want to continue that commitment. CAPCIL will do outreach
locally, at the state level and at the national level, conveying the vision and
principles outlined in this plan. The primary means for delivering our message is through the promotion
and education on the Grow Me application. We will continue to create derivative products for the tool
and promote training opportunities throughout the state and country. The data will be collected,
analyzed, and used to continually improve our programming. We will continue to grow our staff through
innovative projects that engage and reward a growth mindset. And we will use the tools that we have
developed and nurtured to financially stabilize our organization.

Key Performance
Indicator

Key Performance
Indicator

Key Performance
Indicator

Increase digital outreach
activities as thought
leaders and change
agents
10% increase in Agencies
using Grow me

Create & implement staff
initiatives that promote &
support personal growth

Forge partnerships that
financially reward CAPCIL
for its innovation

10% staff participation in
“Tiny Habit Challenge”

Royalty payment increase
by 100% in 2021
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LOGAN COUNTY – Subject Matter Expert (SME) Asset and Liability Mapping
Financial
challenges

Loss of Employers
(leave or don’t come)

Limited
employ.
Options &
missed
appts

Cycles over & over
and can’t break out

Lack of
employees
with Essential
Work Skills &
support syst.

Presence of
Mental Health
& substance
abuse
problems

Civil unrest

Fear of Future & unstable

Growth
potential
for
entrepren
eurs

Great data &
Hand-Up services

Many entrylevel
openings for
employment

CAPCIL variety
in portfolio of
services &
excellent
partners

Centrally
located
between 4
small metros

COVID, biz/service closures, low motivation w/ CARES funds

Idea generators
can create
employment

Collaborative work
groups with clear goals

Good
Quality of
life pitch –
Bdrm.
Community

Unstable
home,
crime,
loss of
assets

Understaffed
employers & low
productivity

Reliable,
convenient,
affordable
transportation
options

Great schools &
university/culture

People/organizations who know how to raise capital

Active Core Groups

Shared comm. value systems

DeWITT COUNTY – Subject Matter Expert (SME) Asset and Liability Mapping

triggers high risk
behaviors

Stifles positive comm
& econ development

Travel
times
isolate &
limit
experience
s

Lack of local
resources,
including
affordable
housing

Crime, drugs,
destabilized
community

Lack of incounty living
wage jobs OR
motivated
work force

Causes cyclical
problems
Poor
health
triggers
financial
woes

Limited access
to medical care
& mental
health
treatment

Much of DeWitt very rural & cost of any activity is high

High Gen. Poverty
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Lack of positive role models

Community
reinvestment
Potential
increase
real estate
values

High quality &
well-funded
school
systems

Access to education
for low-income

Mature & recognized
support programs

Funding
supports
better
support
program
s

Self-sufficiency
training programs

CAPCIL variety
in portfolio of
services &
excellent
partners

Availability of
highpaying/highskilled jobs

Exelon/employers are community minded & supportive

Community driven groups

Sports-centered

PIATT COUNTY – Subject Matter Expert (SME) Asset and Liability Mapping
Difficult to increase
income & employment

Sense of destitution when
they cannot get ahead

Travel
times
isolate &
limit
experience
s

Cost of technology
for remote work is
too high

Lack of incounty living
wage jobs OR
motivated
work force

Lack of local
resources,
middle
income
childcare

Triggers health &
mental health issues

Food
insecurity
& basic
needs not
met

Blind Eye to
Poverty

Isolated in Rural area with lack of access to resources

No nearby metro

Even small probs expensive

Culture of advanced
education
Pool of
capable
volunteers
& mentors

Prompts organic
economic growth

Free & Healthy
activities/distraction

Parks,
Recreation &
general
positive
environment

Sense of
Community &
University
influence

Opportunities to educate
on support programs

Revenue
streams for
revitalization
efforts

Higher
Median
Income &
robust tax
base

Shared values and sense of community pride

Open to diversity in thought

Wealth/growth mindset

MASON COUNTY – Subject Matter Expert (SME) Asset and Liability Mapping

Unplanned legal &
medical expenses

Crime and
unemploy
ment

Diminished skills & no
draw for new
employers

No diversity in
thought or skill in
local workforce

Presence of
substance
abuse and
mental health
issues

Lack of local
living wage
jobs – high
unemployment

Backwards thinking –
no growth mindset

No
commitment
to education,
healthy living

Apathy in
community
culture &

Geographically isolated from resources & thought

Generational poverty
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No cohesive economic plan

Potential for Job
Creation
Fuel &
dining
spending
with local
travel

Entrepreneurial
opportunities for low
income persons

Opportunities to tap
into intentional tourism

High traffic
with river &
trucking
industry

Growing Main
Street &
Economic
Development
Groups

Potential to improve
Community culture of
health

Free
activities that
encourage
health
culture

Environmental
assets like
Illinois River &
Emiquon
Wildlife Refuge

Common understanding of the local economic challenges

Innovative ag resources

Untapped environmental
opportunities

MENARD COUNTY – Subject Matter Expert (SME) Asset and Liability Mapping
Poor don’t have a
voice
Solutions
lack
dimension
& empathy

Public trans isn’t convenient
or affordable for work

Makes budgeting
challenging

Cost of
basic needs
much
higher for
poor

Transportation
increases as a need

Community
initiatives
driven by
exclusionary
groups

Lack of Local
Job
Opportunities:
work
commute

Proximity to
Springfield metro
drives
shopping/spendi
ng out of county

No obvious recognition that there is a poverty problem

No pursuit of solutions

No local economic identity

Growth thinkers are
already there

Capable
mentors &
organizers

Groups ARE
trying to
create local
economic
identity

Simplifies the removal
of barriers to services

With effort, resources
are available

Proximity to
Springfieldnot isolated &
access to
resources

Stimulates curiosity &
diverse thinking

Education &
culture
organically
infiltrate
community

Recreation &
historical/cult
ural assets
draw visitors

Demographics of the community are diverse & interesting

Thought leaders

Stable segments financially

FULTON COUNTY – Subject Matter Expert (SME) Asset and Liability Mapping

DCFS removal of
children/legal expense

Prompts medical and
legal expenses

Unsafe
housing
conditions

Housing
inventory is
low and of
low quality for
poor

Crime &
employability
problems

Presence of
Substance
abuse and
mental health
issues

Creates cycle the poor
cannot escape

Limited
employment
options

Limited
access to
reliable &
convenient
transportation

Apathy or ineffectiveness of local government

County Board
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Ill-trained police

Economic Growth
Potential for all classes

Healthy
tourism &
local econ
benefits

Parks &
recreation
access &
facilities are
excellent

Early childhood education
is priority

Expands
employment options

Childcare
options are
plentiful for all
income areas

Self-sufficiency a
priority in culture
Opportunit
ies for
entrepren
eurs to
grow

Active
Chambers &
small
business
supports

Very workforce friendly culture

Working families

Geographic location

